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Areas of Concern

White Nationalists’ & White Supremacists infiltration of Law
Enforcement
Police Transparency
Police Culture of Violence and Silence
Black Identity Extremist Classification
The Lack of Independent Auditors
Crime Data Propaganda used to Justify Law Enforcement
Harming un-armed Blacks
Police Militarization and Over-Policing in Black Communities
Too often, White Supremacists are allocated more money for
useless training instead of being removed from the police force
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1up Demands to Law Enforcement
Strict punishment for harming unarmed and criminalizing innocent Blacks
Every police officer should live in the community they patrol
Law enforcement agencies should allow community representatives to meet the
officers responsible for patrolling their community.
Government officials and law enforcement agencies need to provide a public list of
police officers patrolling each community.
Federal and state governments need to address the anti-Black, false claims
currently promoted by individual’s cherry-picking and misrepresenting crime data
to justify the harming of Blacks by law enforcement. The false claim that Blacks
are only 13% of the population, yet responsible for 50% of the violent crimes and
murders, needs to be publicly denounced by the FBI.
Law enforcement agencies need to be open to receiving quarterly reports cards
about officers patrolling Black communities. These evaluations need to come from
the people they interact with within our communities. Good evaluations need to
come with a reward, and bad evaluations need to come with training or even some
sort of punishment.
The expense of funerals of Blacks killed by law enforcement should come out of
the salary of the officer responsible for the killing of an unarmed Black person.
Friends of law enforcement should never be allowed to prosecute and partake in
investigations.
A standard & more civil way of policing & approaching ALL civilians needs to be
developed and implemented nationally.
Stop and Frisk & other despicable forms of profiling needs to be eliminated from
police procedures nationally.

DO NOT VOTE FOR ANOTHER POLITICIAN UNLESS THEY ARE
WILLING TO CREATE AND PROMOTE LEGISLATION ADDRESSING
ALL OF THE ISSUES ABOVE
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Plan of Action
Create Special Community-Policing Units
Individuals who live, work, or otherwise have an interest in the community—
Including volunteers, activists, formal and informal community leaders, residents,
visitors and tourists, and commuters—are a valuable resource for identifying
community concerns. These factions of the community can be engaged in
achieving specific goals at town hall meetings, neighborhood association
meetings, decentralized offices/storefronts in the community, and team beat
assignments.
Collaborate Among Community Groups &:
Form a neighborhood/block watch. Have agencies allow community
representatives to meet the officers responsible for patrolling each community.
Create a public list of all police officers patrolling each community.
Demand that law enforcement addresses the anti-Black, false claims currently
promoted by individual’s cherry-picking and misrepresenting crime data to justify
the harming of Blacks by law enforcement.
Create and share public quarterly reports cards for officers patrolling each
community. Select and support politicians based on their acceptance of these
demands and their commitment towards creating legislation and voting for
legislation addressing these demands.
Have police agencies outline their standard use of force and address all confusing
or controversial procedures.
How to Hit them Where it Matters
The JAG program is the leading source of federal justice funding to state and local
jurisdictions. The JAG Program provides states and local governments with critical
funding necessary to support a range of program areas. Only vote for state and
local politicians who are willing to punish law enforcement agencies who hire and
harbor White supremacists by taking away their access to JAG resources. Only
vote for state and local politicians who are against the “Department of Defense
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(LESO) - 1033 Program.” This program fuels the militarization of law enforcement
by arming local and state police like soldiers.
Only vote for state and local politicians who are willing to speak out and vote
against the “Community Oriented Policing Services,” also known as “COPS.” This
program provides grants accommodating numerous law enforcement on the
streets and in schools, where they have failed us.

How To Get Started
Reach out to those who may share similar values and establish relationships.
Define your community stakeholders. Community stakeholders are people,
groups, organizations, or businesses that have interest or concern in the
community. Stakeholders can affect or be affected by the community’s actions,
objectives, and policies. Present “The 1up Citizens Guide” as the topic of
discussion. Create a zoom Conference and discuss implementation and
complications of implementation of this guide. Figure solutions and strategic
measures of implementation. Recruit community supporters and get organized.
Host monthly meetings with residents & establish programs that solicit
involvement. Reach out to the youth and establish bicycle and foot patrol
protocols. Propose bicycle and foot patrol watches to community stakeholders.
Know the number of supporters and participants who will be needed in your
community and determine the number of supplies and the cost of storing those
supplies. Establish fair affordable wages for community workers. Once you have
the details, roll out the proposal to your community. Establish how many
supporters you have and start accepting financial commitments and donations to
meet your financial goals. Make sure “all” financial activities are transparent
with the community.
Reach out to lawyers and create and line of communication. Find out how much it
will cost for their services. Create a propaganda team. (As you can see, this is
something that must be financed, but do not be discouraged.) Start the initial
work, and the financial support will follow. You can help to raise money by
hosting strategic community fundraiser events. Once your team has gained the
trust and support of the people, it will make it easier for you to host successful
events.
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Once your team has gained traction, start fostering dialogue between law
enforcement and residents. Develop relationships with the media and use social
media outlets such as Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and Twitter to publicize the
objectives and agenda between law enforcement and your community. Identify,
recruit, and retain residents with the interpersonal skills necessary to foster
relationships with the community.

Send out Community Stakeholders to Interact With
Local Law Enforcement
Encourage the community to seek out publications and webinars with local law
enforcement regarding civil and constitutional rights, procedural justice, and
implicit or unconscious bias. Do this with the understanding that Blacks are often
not treated the same under these laws and rights which currently exist.
Demand local and state leaders ensure accountability by law enforcement.
Identify key points of contact to serve as law enforcement and community liaisons
during critical incidents to enhance communication and promote the reporting of
crime and suspicious activity.
Demand that individual officers responsible for patrolling the community are
known to the community and from the community. The people have the right to
know who is responsible for protecting them. The easiest way to formulate a
relationship between officers and the community is to have patrolling officers
engage and participate in community events, meetings, and other activities.
Meet with local law enforcement leaders to hold periodic briefing sessions on the
“State of the Community.”
Have local law enforcement define their definition of Black Identity Extremists
and update the community as to whom they consider being “Black Identity
Extremists” and why.
Stakeholders should demand full access to body-worn cameras.
DO NOT VOTE FOR ANOTHER POLITICIAN UNLESS THEY ARE WILLING TO CREATE
AND PROMOTE LEGISLATION ADDRESSING ALL OF THE ISSUES ABOVE
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